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HIRING

Position ID 27 Experience Required Engagement Type Full-time

Engagement Length Project-based Position Type Contract Date Posted 2013-08-15

Salary Project-based Perk/Fringe Benefits Not available Work Hours Flexible

Work Location Remote Reference Required

About Us:

	WEG2G and all of its subsidiaries are among the fastest growing companies in the DC, MD, and VA, if not, the East Coast. Driven by new genius ideas,

WEG2G is to deliver the next generation of the social media. Go to weg2g.com/sm or weg2g.com/info to find out more

General Qualifications:

	Have a passion and drive for what we are doing; know how to ask creative questions; have self-motivation and prior personal accomplishments

(preferred); Pickup new ideas quickly; Have flexibility and capacity to adapt; Pay attention to details

Specific Qualifications:

	Fostered attention to details and organizational skills; proven ability to think independently and make common sense decisions; experienced in leading a

group of travelers overseas required; being able to communicate in multiple languages preferred; demonstrated ability to work under pressure and monitor

the trip budget; had passion for outdoor activities and traveling required; had passion to learn new cultures

Duties & Responsibilities:

	Lead a group of 30-50 travelers overseas; negotiate and rapport with local managers; supervise all trip chaperons and trip optional activities; keep track of

the trip budget and conduct rectifying plans if needed; communicate and socialize with all travelers; craft post trip reports and suggestions

Why Join Us:

	At WEG2G, we are proud of our young, collegial, and synergistic working environment. Not only do we offer above industry average salaries, but also we

provide our hard working staffs with lots of perks and fringe benefits. Go to weg2g.com/wju to find out more
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